
= --=-0·11g exhaust gas temperatu res 
- • ·ro_, _...,.. 

~ ITU SEEM TO have a lot of misconceptions about exhaust gas 
-;~~ (EGT). Let's see if we can clear some of them up. 
-:- -·~ cia)·s, pilots of piston-powered aircraft seen1 to be fixated 
= ..::.G--=. Scarcely a day goes by that I don't receive a phone call,. 
_c:- support tick:et asking some EGT-related question. 
:-......,:sTJl send me a list ofEGT readings for each of their cylin
; - ,_;: 2:.~ me if I think they look okay, whether I think their EGTs 
-- =gh. "'hat maximt1m EGT limit I recommend, why their 
-=-~ ~_u1_ tO be higher in the winter thari in the summer, or why 
..::.~ -=:s O!l their 1972 Cessna 182 are so much higher than the ones 
=-:i..::- ~-:end's 1977 model. They'll '{oice concern that the i11divid
,::::--~:::e:s on their engine have such diverse EGT readings, worry 
=== 5?read between the h ighest and lowest EGT is excessive, 
rl -x:- advice on hovv to bri11g them closer together. They'll 

:._ . i:-: ;:hat they are unable to transition fro1n ricl1-of-peak (ROP) 
-=>~-c:-peak (LOP) operation ,vithout producing EGTs that are 
- ·-~::-~bl,· high. . - ~ 

-.-- -·- of these questions reveals a ft.1ndamental misu11dersta11ding 
--..:.GT measures, what it means, and how it is interpreted. 

=::: !:- empt to clear up some of this conft1sion by asking you to 
::':;':: ?""e:ytliing yot1 tl1ought you knew about EGT and start at 

- . - - --~·:, o---=--~ I I I I t,• 

-~ - STORY , 

. - ::i ::::::-oleum engi11eer Al Htindere introduced the first EGT 
_5:.:ation for piston-aircraft engines in the 1960s, he did 

---=-·-=-g quite clever. The analog EGT gat1ges manufactured by his 
=.;---. _,.:cor (and widely installed by Beech, Cessna, Mooney, 
-==..=..:.oilier aircraft mant1facturers) had I}~ bsolt1te tempera-
= - ~-·.~:igs, only a series of unlabeled tick marks spaced 25 
:=-:.:.:: -a.__hrenheit apart, with an asterisk: at 80 perce11t of full-scale 

-
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(See Figure 1). As the pilot leaned the 
e11gine, the EGT needle rose to a peak value 
on the 1neter, then started to fall off. The 
pilot would note where the needle peaked, 
then would richen until the needle dropped 
by the desired number of tick marks (e.g., 
three for 75 degrees Fal1renheit). The gauge 
provided the pilot no way to determine the 
absolute value of EGT (e.g., 1,475 degreE;s), 
but only its relative value (e.g., 75 degrees 
rich of peak). 

H t1ndere understood that the absolute 
value ofEGT is not particularly meaningful 
(we'll see wh}' shortly), and that presenting 
th is information to the pilot would simply 
be a distraction. Since the Alcor EGT 
gauges provided no absolute temperature 
information, pilots never worried about 
whether their EGTs ,vere too high or what 
tl1e 1naximum EGT limit should be-and 
that was a good thing. 

The first probe-per-cylinder engi11e 
analyzers introduced by Alcor and Bill 

. Simkinson's KS Avionics ,vere arrays of 
vertical analog meter 1novements, and they 
also provided only relative EGT 
information to the pilot. When John 
You11gquist introduced the original Insight 
graphic engine monitor (GEM), its novel 
LED bar-graph display also provided only 
relative EGT. 

The original Alcor EGT 
gauge provided no absolute 
temperature information; 
the same was true of early 
engine analyzers and even 
the original Insight GEM 
601/602. 
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El's US-8 Ultimate Scanner displays absolute digital EGT information, as does 
JPl's EDM-100, and subsequent generations of digital engine monitors have 

• 
all done the same. • 
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Things started getting confusing wl1en Electronics lnte.rnz 
(EI) introduced its Ultimate Scanner that provided digital (ra: 
than graphical) readouts of EGT, and touted its 1-degree Fa.h.:c 
accuracy as being far superior to the 25-degree granularity o:: 
GEM's bar graph. (Never mind that the absolute EGT values :: 
reporting so accurately were essentially meaningless.) Not to-:: 
outdone, J.P. Instruments (JPI) introduced its EDM-700 tha:: 
tured both a GEM-like bar graph and an Ultimate Scanner-ll:: 
digital readout on the same instrument (See Figure 2). The F.~ 
700 was a smashing market success a11d forced both EI and 
Insight to respond with similar products (the UBG-16 and Gr..: 
610, respectively). 

Now pilots were being presented with precise digital value5' 
absolute EGT, scary temperatures in the 1,300s, 1,400s, 1,500s.: 
even 1,600s Fahrenheit. Few understood what these temperaz:.:. 
meant, but most assumed that-as with most other temperatl.L.~ 
aviation (cylinder head temperature, turbine intake temperaru::
outside air temperature, oil temperature, etc.)- cooler was be~ 
and hotter was worse. 

WHAT EGT IS NOT 

In fact, however, absolute values of EGT are not particularl)· =: 
esting for a number of reasons. The most important is that inci:: 
EGT is not a "real" temperature. To understand what I mean b; 
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::-:-ou to conduct a thought experi
~-agine that you' re an EGT probe, 
..=. ::a an exhaust riser between 2 a11d 4 
::: _-_ om the exhaust port of a cylinder, 
.;;_ -- about what yo11 \Vould see. 
?:g.rre 3 illustrates, you'd see nothing 
:-a-thirds of tl1e time-d11ring most 
:._: ake, compression, and po,ver 
~because tl1e exhaust valve is closed 

== exhaust gas is flowing out of the 
~-;:-0rt and past the probe. During the 
~::. of the time that the exhaust valve 
~ ~u'd see a constantly changing gas 
3.:"=._:rre that starts out very hot ,vhen 
-== 5.rst opens but cools very rapidly as 
:--: .:nillpressed gas escapes and 
-.=,_ and the11 ultimately is scave11ged 
= :=._d.uction air during the valve over

~ _,..,~ '"at the end of the exhaust stroke 
.::.2-:-eginning of the intak:e stroke) when 
_ -·-·c and exhaust valves are open 

· ~usly. 
. ' 

- S.: m ese gyrations are happening 
- -;::,es per second, and yo11 (the 

; 

EGT probe) cannot possibly keep up with 
them. You wind up stabilizing at some tem
perature between the hottest and coolest gas 
te1nperatt1re yo11 see, and you dutif11lly 
report this rather arbitrary temperature to 
the panel-mounted instrument, ,vhere it is 
displayed to the pilot as a digital value accu
rate to 1 degree. The temperature you report 
to tl1e pilot is not exhaust gas temperat11re 
(which is gyrating crazily 20 times a sec
ond), but rather exhaust probe temperature 
(which i's stable b11t related to actual exhaust 
gas te1nperature in ro11gl1ly the same fashion 
as mean sea level is to high tide). 

To make matters worse, numerous fac
tors can affect indicated EGT besides actual 
exhaust gas te1nperature. These include 
probe mass and co11struction (grounded or 
u11gro1111ded), cam lobe profile, lifter leak
down rate, valve spring condition, and 
exl1aust manifold topology, among others. 

For example, the two front cylinders (No. 
5 and No. 6) on the left engine of my Cessna 
T310R always indicate lower EGTs than the 

TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE {TIT) 

Turbocharged engines are often equipped with -
a turbine inlet temperature (TIT} gauge or a TIT 
probe connected to the aircraft's digital engine 
monitor. Unlike EGT, absolute values of TIT are 
meaningful, because the TIT probe is mounted 
far downstream in the exhaust system where 
the gas flow past the probe is steady (not 
pulsed} and has relatively steady temperature 
(not constantly fluctuating} . Observance of an 
absolute TIT red line (typically 1,650 degrees 
or 1,750 degrees} is appropriate and prudent 
to obtain maximum useful life from the 
turbocharger. -Mike Busch / 

other four cylinders. Tl1e exact same 
pheno1nenon also occurs on the right 
engine. This is not because those front 
cylinders produce cooler exhaust gas than 
their neighbors (they don't), but beca11se the 
exha11st risers for those cylinders curve aft 
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FIGURE 3 . . 

An EGT probe "sees" a rapidly changing gas temperature during the one-third of the time that the exhaust valve is op~· 
and nothing much during the two-thirds of the time that the exhaust valve is closed. Thus, EGT indicated by a digital 
cockpit gauge is not a "real" gas temperature. 

FIGURE It 
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The spread between absolute EGT indications (depicted as "DIFF" on some digital engine monitors) is not important. V.'r 
important is the spread between fuel flows where the various cylinders achieve peal< EGT (known as the "GAMI spread11

, 
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~e i:he other four risers go straight down. Tl1us, 
·-= gas flow past the EGT probe is differe11t for the 

=-: cyli11ders than for the otl1ers, and their 
..i~ated EGT is lower; This te1nperature anomaly is 
_:e obviot1s on 1ny digital engi11e monitor-and also 

_:e mea11ingless. 

- .. :; EGT MEANS 
:-:-e:n if indicated EGT acct1rately reported actual 
s·-:aust gas temperature (which it doesn't), it's 
=?{)rta11t to u11derstand that exhat1st gas te1npera
~e does not correlate vvitl1 stress on the engine the 

..:.._· cylinder head temperature does. In fact, many 
-::igs that increase engi11e stress (such as advanced 

:-~:rion tin1ing and l1igh compression ratio) cause · 
=.:;.T to go dow11, while things that redt1ce engi11e 
-='::.SS (like retarded ignition timi11g and lovv compres
.:a ratio) cause EGT to go tip. 

Remember that CHT mai11ly reflects ,:vhat's going 
-::. :n the cylinder dt1ring tl1e power stroke when the · 
:--~der is under maximun1 ·stress from high i11ternal 
· ~peratt1res a11d presst1res, ,:vhile EGT mai11ly 
-:iects-wl1at's going on during the exhaust stroke 
..::er the exhaust valve opens and the cylinder is 
.-.:J.der relatively low stress. 

· Rigl1 CRTs ofte11 indicate that the engine is under 
---cessive stress, ,vhich is Virhy it's so in1portant to limit 
-~=-ITs to a tolerable valt1e (no 1nore than 400 degrees, 
-:::eferably 380 degrees or less). By contrast, l1igl1 
-=...G-Ts do not indicate that the engi11e is under exces-
~e stress, but simply that a lot of e11ergy fro1n the fl1el 
s oeing ,:vasted out tl1e exl1aust pipe rather than being 
::3-.tracted in the form of mecha11ical energy. 

For i11sta11ce, a 1972 Cessna 182 with an 0-470-R 
:::igine Virill typically have indicated EGTs that are 100 
::egrees hotter than those see11 in a 1977 Cess11a 182 
--:th an 0-470-U engine. The -R h~s-~~-relatively low 
-.0-to-l compression ratio becat1se !t w as certificated 
:or 80-octane avgas, Virhile the -U engine has a 1nuch 
::igher 8.6-to-l compression ratio because it was 
=ertificated for 100-octane. Because the high
:ompression -U e11gine is significa11tly 1nore eflicie11t 
2-: extracti11g heat energy from the fuel, it wastes less 
::nergy out the exhaust and thus its EGTs are cooler 
despite the fact that the -U engi11e is 1nuch more 

~ gl1ly stressed tha11 the -R). 
Rigl1 EGTs do not represent a tl1reat to cylinder 

~ongevity the vvay higl1 CRTs do. Therefore, limiting 
Z:,GTs i11 an attempt to be "kind to the engine" is sim

:;>ly misguided. 

:11FF VERSUS GAMI SPREAD 
Rigl1t behind the "higl1 EGTs are bad" 1nytl1 is the 
-identical EGTs are good" 1nytl1. Ma11y pilots believe 
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incorrectly that a flat-topped graphic engine monitor,display (with 
all EGTs equal) is the mark of a v\rell-balanced engine, and that 
u11equal EGTs are a sign that son1ething is wrong. This con1mon 
misconception tends to be reinforced by digital engine monitors that' 
display a digital "DIFF" showing the difference between the highest 
and lo,vest EGT i11dicatio11. 

As illustrated by the earlier anecdote about the front C)rlinders on 
1ny Cessna T310R, differences bern,een absolute EGT ,,alues are both 
11orn1al and benign. It is not uncommon for ,vell-balanced ft1el
injected engines to exl1ibit EGT spreads of 100 degrees, a11d 
carbureted e11gines often have spreads of 150 degrees or more. In 

. fact, as shown in Figure 4, EGT spreads are t1sually smallest near or 
jt1st ricl1 of peak EGT (tl1e worst place to operate the engi11e), a11d 
often significa11tly greater at leaner or richer mixtt1res (that are 
1nuch kinder to the ·e11gine). 

Tl1e 1nark of a v\rell-balanced engine is not a small EGT spread 
("DIFF"), but rather a small "GAMI spread"-defined as the 
difference in fuel flows at which the various cylinders reach peak 
EGT. Ideally, we ,vould like to see this spread be no more than about 
0.5 gph (or 3 pph). Experience shows that if tl1e GAMI spread is 
much more than tl1at, the engi11e is unlik:ely to run smoothly with 
LOP mixtures. 

' ' 

IT'S All RELATIVE 

, 

-· • 

Al Hundere had it right after all: The oIL:
important thing about EGT is its relati1'e 
value: how far below peak: EGT and in v.-2:..:::=::::· 

direction (e.g., 100 degrees ROP or 50 
degrees LOP).Absolizte values ofEGT (e.:§:-
1,475 degrees) are simply not meaningfu: 
and are best ignored. Tl1ere is 110 such rh1;:;:
as a maximum EGT limit or redline, and __ -
ingto k:eep absolute EGTs below some 
particular value-or even worse, leaning::: _ 
particular absolute EGT value-is simpt 
wrongheaded. Don't do it. If yot1 must fi:;-=--
on those digital engine monitor readours.. 
fixate on sometl1ing important, like CH:-. E. 

Mike Busch, has been a pilot for 44 years, logging r.c:::: 

than 7,000 hours. He's a certificated flight instructor a-= 3:' 

airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection a:.:--

zation. Log in to join Mike for a webinar titled "Say Ne= 

Useless Maintenance" on November 9 at 7 p.m. CDT a: 

www.EAA.org/webinars. 
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